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Abstract: The relative strength between the direct and the scattered paths of the received signal in
wireless communication as described by the Rician factor K specifies the quality of the transmission
link. Fading in Rician channel models influence the performance of Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) systems. Accordingly, channel estimation together with different Forward Error
Correction (FEC) schemes are used to provide significant performance gain for OFDM systems over
fading channels. In most literature, the performance of FEC schemes such as Turbo and LDPC
codes have been analysed for OFDM systems over frequency-selective Rician fading channels. This
paper evaluates the performance of Reed-Solomon (RS ) codes over frequency-selective Rician fading
channels. The performance of RS codes is firstly studied for different Rician K factors and Doppler
frequencies. Secondly, the performance of RS codes is reviewed assuming different code rates

(
k
n

)
for both hard-decision and soft-decision decoding algorithms. The Euclidean algorithm (EA) is used
as the RS hard-decision decoding algorithm while the Parity-check Transformation Algorithm (PTA)
is deployed as the RS soft-decision decoding algorithm. The results for the various channel and
coding conditions are documented through computer simulations. The simulation results validate
the importance of a high Rician K factor. Interestingly, the simulation results verify that adopting a
low-rate code do not necessarily improve the error rate irrespective of the Rician K factor. This analysis
is relevant in order to establish the performance of combined RS codes with OFDM systems over
frequency-selective Rician fading channels.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
is a transmission technique based on multi-orthogonal
carriers which are simultaneously transmitted. OFDM is
used for contemporary wireless communication systems
and applications because it offers high data transmission
rate, and efficient use of the limited spectrum resource.
In addition, it is an effective technique to combat
frequency-selective fading channels, as it is robust
to Inter-symbol Interference (ISI) and Inter-carrier
Interference (ICI) [1–3]. The motivation behind the use
of OFDM is to cleave modulated signal (carriers) such as
M-ary Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (M-QAM) into
sizeable number of sub-carriers using the Inverse Discrete
Fourier Transform (IDFT) [1, 4]. In such a way, more
information can be transmitted per bandwidth.

Nonetheless, in the studies of OFDM systems, potent
channel estimation is essential due to the demodulation
technique employed in OFDM systems, and the varying
nature of the fading channels. Coherent demodulation
for OFDM systems require reliable channel estimation
techniques, most especially at high Doppler frequencies
and for time-varying fading channels [1, 5]. In order to
achieve coherent demodulation in Line of Sight (LOS)
wireless communication channels usually modelled with
a Rician distribution, the channel properties are firstly
estimated. Different channel estimation techniques have

been proposed in literature for OFDM systems over Rician
fading channels. For instances, see [1, 6–9]. The major
emphasis have been to improve the quality of the received
signal, most especially when the power in the scattered
paths is more than the power in the direct paths (Rician
K factor < 1). The ratio of the power in the direct paths
and other scattered paths (referred to as the Rician K
factor) serves as the scaling factor in Rician distributed
channels. It is desired that K is as high as possible in
order to achieve coherent demodulation. However, due to
the variation in the channel’s properties, the value of K is
presumptive. Thus, it is paramount to estimate the fading
effect in Rician channels so as to improve the probability
of detecting the message that was transmitted correctly.

Despite these reliable channel estimation techniques
proposed in literature, Forward Error Correction (FEC)
schemes such Turbo codes and Low Density Parity
Check (LDPC) codes are combined with these channel
estimation techniques to improve the performance of
OFDM systems over frequency-selective Rician fading
channels. In [10–14] the performance of Turbo codes and
Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes were validated
for Rician fading channels. In this paper, the performance
of Reed-Solomon (RS ) codes over frequency-selective
Rician fading channels is analysed assuming OFDM
systems. Firstly, we studied the performance of RS codes
for different Rician K factors and Doppler frequencies
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Figure 1: OFDM-RS system model set-up

FD. Afterwards, the performance of RS codes is
reviewed assuming different code rates

(
Cr =

k
n

)
for both

hard-decision and soft-decision decoding algorithms,
where n is the codeword length and k is the information
symbol length.

RS codes form a prime class of linear block codes
efficient in correcting random symbol errors and burst
errors [15–17]. RS codes are very popular linear
block codes because they meet the singleton bounds;
as such, they are referred to as Maximum Separable
Distance (MSD) codes [18]. Accordingly, a (n, k) RS
code is capable of correcting up to �(n− k)/2� errors
when hard-decision decoding algorithm is deployed.
Reliable hard-decision decoding algorithms for RS codes
in literature include [19–22]. On the other hand, RS
soft-decision decoding algorithms such as [18, 23–27] can
correct beyond the MSD error bound. However, this paper
adopts the Euclidean algorithm (EA) [17, 21] as the RS
hard-decision decoding algorithm while the Parity-check
Transformation Algorithm (PTA) [18] is deployed as the
RS soft-decision decoding algorithm.

Besides, in the OFDM-RS experimental set-up, we
adopted M-QAM (M=16) as the underlying modulation
scheme. To ally the 16-QAM modulation symbols with
the RS symbols, the size of the RS symbols is selected to
be 4 bits. Therefore, the RS codes of heed have a n=15.
In pursuance of varying the code rate Cr, k is adjusted
between k = 5 − 11. The channel estimation technique
used in this paper is based on the Pilot Symbol Assisted
Modulation (PSAM) Least Square (LS) method [1, 3].
Moreover, we assume the comb-type pilot arrangement
for the channel estimation [1,3]. The pilot symbol spacing
of the LS estimator and the channel’s Doppler frequency
FD are varied in order to give concrete remarks. The
results for the various channel and coding conditions are
documented through computer simulations as shown in
Fig 4-Fig 10.

The importance and contribution of this paper is as follows.
The Rician channel used in this paper supports both urban
and commercial wireless communications. With RS codes
being an important class of FEC schemes, it is therefore
paramount to validate the performance of RS codes in
such a channel as in the case with other FEC schemes. In
addition, the performance of RS codes is evaluated with
OFDM systems over this channel. OFDM-RS systems
are used in different wireless communication applications
such as Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB), Digital Audio
Broadcasting (DAB), WiMAX, Digital Subscriber Line
(DSL), Long Term Evolution (LTE), and long distance
satellite communications [28]. Consequently, this paper is
relevant in asserting the performance of OFDM-RS over
frequency-selective Rician fading channels when these
wireless applications are deployed.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2
describes the OFDM-RS system model. Specifically,
this section explains the RS coding process, the
OFDM transmission technique, the channel model,
and the channel estimation technique adopted in this
paper. The performance of the OFDM-RS system in
frequency-selective Rician fading channel is presented
with analysis in Section 3. In particular, this section
analyses the performance for different Rician K factor,
Doppler frequencies FD, and code rate Cr. Section 4
summarises the findings of this paper with discernible
remarks.

2. OFDM-RS SYSTEM MODEL

Consider the OFDM-RS system experimental set-up of
Fig. 1. The input to the system is encoded using a
(n, k) RS code. The encoded data of length n is
mapped to 16-QAM complex symbols. Pilot symbols
are inserted in the mapped data periodically assuming
comb-type pilot based arrangement as shown in Fig. 2
[3]. Afterwards, we apply the default OFDM transmission
procedure which includes the Serial-to-Parallel (S/P)
conversion, IDFT, Parallel-to-Serial (P/S ) conversion,
cyclic prefix insertion, and Digital-to-Analogue conversion
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(DAC). The reverse of these steps are performed after the
channel. Subsequently, the pilot symbols are removed
in order to estimate/compensate for the channel fading
effect. The compensated received signal is hereby fed
into the RS decoder which outputs the decoded message.
The OFDM-RS system model is therefore expatiated as
follows.
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Figure 2: Comb-type pilot arrangement

2.1 Reed-Solomon Encoding

The input message can be encoded to form a systematic
codeword or non-systematic codeword. For the purpose
of this paper and easy adaptation of the RS PTA soft
decoder [18], we will simply use systematic RS encoder.
In the systematic form, the message polynomial M(x) is
embedded in the codeword C(x) as depicted in Fig. 3.
Thus, we encoded the input message k as follows. Let the

C(x)

Message

k n − k

Parity

Figure 3: Systematic RS codeword

k input message be represented by a message polynomial
M(x) of degree k−1 as:

M(x) =M0+M1x+M2x2+ . . .+M(k−1)x(k−1), (1)

where the coefficients M0, M1, M2, M(k−1) are m (m = 4)
bits message symbol which indicates an element of the
GF(qm). The message polynomial is hereby scaled by a
factor x(n−k) such that:

M̂(x) =M(x)x(n−k). (2)

The resulting message M̂(x) is divided by the field
generator polynomialG(x) which gives a quotientQ(x) and
remainder R(x) defined as:

Z(x) =
M̂(x)
G(x)

= Q(x)+
R(x)
G(x)
. (3)

In this case, we define the G(x) with symbols from GF(q)
and with roots α, α2, . . ., αn−k as [17]:

G(x) = (x−α)(x−α2), . . . , (x−α(n−k))

= g0+g1x+, . . . ,+gn−k−1x(n−k−1)+ x(n−k),
(4)

where α is the primitive element in GF(q). In its extended
form, the k×n generator matrixG of the RS code is defined
as:

G =



1 0 . . . 0 p1,1 p1,2 . . . p1,(n−k)
0 1 . . . 0 p2,1 p2,2 . . . p2,(n−k)
...
...
. . .

...
...

...
...

...
0 0 . . . 1 pk,1 pk,2 . . . pk,(n−k)



=
[

Ik×k Pk×(n−k)
]
.

(5)

In order to perform the RS EA and PTA decoding, the
parity check matrix H needs to be predefined. Thus, for
the (n,k) RS code theH is defined as:

H =



p1,1 p1,2 . . . p1,k 1 0 . . . 0
p2,1 p2,2 . . . p2,k 0 1 . . . 0
...

...
...

...
...
...
. . .

...
p(n−k),1 p(n−k),2 . . . p(n−k),k 0 0 . . . 1



=
[

P(n−k)×k I(n−k)×(n−k)
]
.

(6)

The systematic RS codeword is therefore formed by fusing
the message polynomialM(x), the scaling factor x(n−k) and
the remainder R(x) as given by:

C(x) =M(x)xn−k +R(x). (7)

From Eqn. 7, the generated codeword contains the
message symbols and the parity symbols as shown in
Fig. 3.

With the RS encoder in place, the RS decoder can be set up
to achieve either hard-decision or soft-decision decoding.
The EA [17, 21] is adopted for the RS hard-decision
decoding, and the PTA proposed in [18] is assumed for the
soft-decision decoding. The EA [17, 21] has been proven
to perform at par with the conventional RS hard-decision
decoding algorithm proposed in [19, 20]; thus, the
EA [17, 21] is capable of correcting up to �(n− k)/2�
errors. The EA performs RS decoding by iteratively
finding the error location polynomial and error location
evaluator from the computed syndrome. Consequently, the
algorithm evaluates the error location numbers and values
in order to correct the errors.

On the other hand, the PTA [18] is a soft-decision RS
decoding algorithm that corrects beyond the �(n− k)/2�
error bound depending on the derived reliability
information from the channel output. As with most
soft-decision FEC schemes, the performance of the PTA
depends strongly on the derived reliability information.
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The PTA is a symbol level RS soft decoder that transforms
the parity-check matrix H iteratively so as to perform
a syndrome check [18]. With every iteration, the PTA
fine-tunes the derived reliability information according to
some rules. Note that the derived reliability information is
of dimension M×n, where M and n are defined as above.
For an efficient and less computational intensive way
of deriving the reliability information from the channel
output, refer to [29, 30]. The decoding performance
of the PTA depends on the correction factor δ chosen
in the algorithm. The smaller the value of δ, the more
efficient is the decoder. However, reducing the value
of δ will increase the decoding time complexity of
the PTA. A correction factor δ = 10−3 is assumed in
this paper in order to achieve a good Symbol Error Rate
(SER) performance at moderate decoding time complexity.

2.2 OFDM Transceiver

The (n,k) RS codeword is mapped to a 16-QAM complex
data. Thus, the OFDM modulator is designed as follows.
The number of sub-carriers (O) is set to O = 2L. The
sub-carriers are numbered as i = 1,2, . . . ,O − 1, and the
OFDM symbols are assigned u = 1,2, . . . ,U − 1. Pilot
symbols p are inserted periodically in the OFDM symbol
assuming comb-type pilot arrangement. We assume all
pilot symbol takes on the same value and equal spacing in
order to lessen the channel estimation error [31]. Note that
L is the ratio of the total number of data sub-carriers (J)
to the number of pilot sub-carriers (Op). Subsequently, the
OFDM frame structure is first fed into the S/P conversion
block. The OFDM frequency domain signal is transformed
into time domain in the IDFT block as [2, 3]:

s(E) =

ρ−1∑
T=0

s(T )e j(2πET/ρ)

√
ρ

, (8)

where ρ is the DFT length and s(T ) is the OFDM
frequency domain signal. In most cases, the carrier is
padded with zeros so that it matches the length of the
filter size during the transformation process. The resulting
time domain signal is fed into the P/S conversion block.
Cylic prefix is added to the time domain OFDM signal in
order to limit the effect of ISI. The time domain signal is
up-converted in the DAC block before transmitted over
the frequency-selective Rician fading channel.

At the receiver end, the time domain OFDM signal is first
down-converted in the ADC block, The cyclic prefix is
removed before passing the signal into the S/P conversion
block. Thus, the time domain OFDM signal is transformed
back to the frequency domain as [2, 3]:

y(T ) =

ρ−1∑
E=0

y(E)e− j(2πET/ρ)

√
ρ

, (9)

where y(E) is the received time domain OFDM signal.

Given that the ISI is eliminated by the cyclic prefix, the
received signal at the P/S conversion block is defined as:

R(l) = ZX(l)H(l)+N(l), (10)

where X(l) is the transmitted data and pilot frame, N(l)
is the complex Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
with variance σ2 = No/2, and H(l) is the combined
frequency response. The matrix of the DFT is the defined
as [2, 3]:

Z =



N00
ρ . . . N0(ρ−1)

ρ
...

. . .
...

N(ρ−1)0
ρ . . . N(ρ−1)(ρ−1)

ρ


, (11)

with a weight of [2, 3]:

NET
ρ =

e− j(2πET/ρ)
√
ρ

. (12)

The Channel State Information (CSI) is known only at
the pilot positions in reality. Accordingly, the CSI at
the data symbol position is estimated using the known
properties of the pilot symbols. Different approaches can
be used to estimate the CSI at the data positions. For a
low computational complexity, we estimate the CSI at the
data symbol positions using the comb-type pilot based LS
channel estimation method [1, 3].

2.3 LS Channel estimator

In its simplest form, the pilot symbols are inserted
periodically in the modulated data signal X(i) in comb-type
pilot based arrangement as defined by [3]:

X(i) = X(aL+b) =
{

Xp(a), b = 0,
inf. data, b = 1, . . . ,L−∞,

(13)
where Xp(a) is the ath pilot carrier value. Therefore, the
frequency response at the pilot sub-carrier using the LS
channel estimation method is defined as [3]:

H(p) = (X(p))−1R(p), (14)

where X(p) and R(p) are the transmitted and received
pilot sub-carriers respectively. Having derived the
frequency response at the pilot sub-carrier, we apply linear
interpolation [3, 32] to estimate the frequency response at
the data sub-carrier. Accordingly, the frequency response
at the data sub-carrier i, aL < i < (a+ 1)L, is estimated
as [3, 32]:

H(i)=H(aL+b)= bH(p)(a+1)L−1+H(p)(a)−bH(p)(a)L−1,

for 0 ≤ b <L. (15)

2.4 Channel Model

The zero mean complex Gaussian Rician fading channel
model assumed in this paper is developed by including a
LOS path to a Rayleigh distributed channel. The complex
Gaussian process is simulated as described by the Sum of
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Sinusoids (SOS) model in [33] which statistical properties
match the Clarke isotropic scattering model [34]. We
modeled the LOS path as a zero mean stochastic sinusoids
as proposed in [35]. Therefore, the simulated Rician
fading channel model assumed in this paper is expressed
as [33, 36]:

W =Wre+ jWim, (16)

where Wre and Wim are the real and imaginary parts
respectively, and are they are expressed as:

Wre =


N∑

v=1

cos(2πFDt cosϕv + θv)+
√

K cos(2πFDt cosϕ0 + θ0)



×
(√

K +1
)−1 (√N

)−1
. (17)

Wim =


N∑

v=1

sin(2πFDt sinϕv +ϑv)+
√

K sin(2πFDt sinϕ0 + θ0)



×
(√

K +1
)−1 (√N

)−1
. (18)

The number of propagation paths is denoted as N , and ϕv
is the angle of arrival of the vth propagation path defined
as [36, 37]:

ϕv = (2πv−π+Θ) (4N)−1 , v = 1, . . . ,N . (19)

Note that when ϕv = 0, FD is the maximum Doppler
frequency, and t is the time of arrival of the vth propagation
path. The angles Θ, ϑv, and θv are distributed invariably
over [−π,π], and are statistically independent [36].
Moreover, θ0 is the preparatory random phase distributed
invariably over [−π,π], and ϕ0 is the preparatory angle of
arrival. From Eqns. (17) and (18), if the Rician K factor
tends toward zero (K = 0), it implies that there are no
LOS components; as such, Eqn. (16) can be regarded as
a Rayleigh fading channel model.

3. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

This section presents the computer simulations run in
MATLAB. The feasibility of the system is analysed
by comparing the SER performance over a specified
range of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). The SER versus
SNR performance is compared for different code rates
Cr, Rician K factors, Doppler frequencies FD and pilot
spacings based on the parameters in Table 1. In the
OFDM-RS system configuration, perfect synchronisation
is assumed in order to limit the effect of ICI and ISI.
The cyclic prefix is selected such that it is more than the
maximum average path gain. Additionally, it is ensured
in the simulation set-up that the first of the four taps
used always have a zero path delay which approximately
corresponds to an ideal synchronisation.

The key goal of this paper is to analyse the performance of
RS codes for OFDM systems in frequency-selective Rician
fading channels. Therefore, this section is structured as
follows. The performance of RS codes is first studied for
different Rician K factors, Doppler frequencies FD, and

Table 1: Simulation parameters

Parameters Specifications

DFT size, ρ 64
Code rates, Cr 5/15, 7/15, 9/15, 11/15
Sampling rate 10kHz
Doppler frequencies, FD 100Hz, 150Hz, 200Hz
Signal constellation 16-QAM
Pilot arrangement Comp-type
Pilot spacings 4, 6
Rician K factor 1, 5, 10
Channel model Rician fading
Number of taps/Multipath 4
RS decoders EA, PTA

pilot spacings in Section 3.1 while assuming a fixed code
rate Cr. Thereafter, the OFDM-RS system is compared for
a range of code rates Cr in Section 3.2 in order to verify
the effect of Cr on the system performance.

3.1 SER Analysis for Different K, FD, and Pilot Spacing

Rician K Factors: The performance of RS codes is
investigated for different Rician K factors as shown in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. A perfect channel condition is assumed
in the simulation set-up for a fixed Doppler frequency
(FD = 100Hz), while we vary the Rician K factor. A
code rate, Cr =

5
15 and Cr =

7
15 are used in the simulation

results of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. As depicted
in both figures (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5), the performance of
the OFDM-RS system degrades as the Rician K factor
reduce irrespective of the code rate. This establishes
the importance of the Rician K factor in a Rician fading
channel: the lower the Rician K factor, the harsher is the
Rician channel fading effect irrespective of the OFDM-RS
system configuration. Moreover, as expected, the
PTA outperforms the hard-decision Euclidean algorithm
irrespective of the value of K.

Doppler Frequencies FD: In this case, the performance of
the RS codes is verified for different Doppler frequencies
FD. As shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, a higher Rician
K factor improves the performance of the OFDM-RS
system. Thus, we select K=10 in the simulation runs,
and a fixed code rate, Cr =

5
15 . Moreover, a pilot

spacing of 4 is assumed in the LS channel estimation.
Fig. 6 verifies the performance of the OFDM-RS system
on frequency-selective Rician fading channel. Fig. 6
compares the performance of the OFDM-RS system
for perfect channel condition (no pilot symbols), and
with known pilot symbols. As shown in Fig. 6, the
performance of the OFDM-RS system plummets as the
Doppler frequency increases in comparison to the perfect
channel condition. With fading channels, the higher the
Doppler frequency the faster the channel fading effect.
Therefore, it is difficult to track or estimate the channel
fading effect in a fast fading channel. This is the reason
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Figure 5: Comparison of soft-decision and hard-decision
RS decoding for different Rician K factors, Cr =
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15

why the performance of the OFDM-RS system drops as
the Doppler frequency increases. In addition, irrespective
of the value of Doppler frequency, the PTA outperforms
the hard-decision Euclidean algorithm as shown in Fig. 6.

Pilot Spacings: The performance of the OFDM-RS system
is also verified for different pilot spacings. In the
simulation runs, we assumed two different pilot spacings
(4 and 6), a fixed code rate, Cr =

5
15 , and a Doppler

frequency, FD = 100Hz. Similarly, a Rician factor, K =
10 is selected in the simulation set-up. Fig. 7 shows
the SER versus SNR performance of the OFDM-RS
system for the varied pilot spacing. The figure compares
the SER performance of the two pilot spacings with a
perfect channel condition. As represented in the figure,
the performance of the OFDM-RS system degrades as
the pilot spacing increases from 4 to 6. Thus, the
channel estimation process can be improved by using
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Figure 6: Comparison of soft-decision and hard-decision
RS decoding for different FD with a pilot spacing of 4, and
K=10.

a smaller pilot spacing. This however increases the
bandwidth and energy consumption, and reduces the data
transmission rate. Most channel estimation techniques are
more efficient with smaller pilot spacings because with
large pilot spacing, the channel fading effect becomes
complex and difficult to estimate. This results in the
performance degradation in the OFDM-RS system as the
pilot spacing increases. Likewise, as shown in Fig. 7, the
soft-decision PTA offers better performance in comparison
to the hard-decision Euclidean algorithm for any given
pilot spacing.
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Figure 7: Comparison of soft-decision and hard-decision
RS decoding for different pilot spacing with FD = 100Hz,
and K=10.

3.2 Optimal Code Rate

The effect of the Rician K factor on the RS code rate, Cr is
verified in this section. In the simulation runs, we selected
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four different codes rates, Cr =
5
15 ,

7
15 ,

9
15 , 11

15 , and a fixed
Doppler frequency, FD = 100Hz. Besides, a pilot spacing
of 4 is assumed in LS channel estimation. Fig. 8, Fig. 9,
and Fig. 10 verify the code rate performance comparison
for the OFDM-RS system with Rician factors K=1, K=5
and K=10 respectively. The figures compare the code
rate performance for a perfect channel condition, and with
known pilot symbols. Fig. 8a, Fig. 9a, and Fig. 10a
establish the performance of the OFDM-RS system for
hard-decision decoding while Fig. 8b, Fig. 9b, and Fig. 10b
depict the performance of the system for soft-decision
decoding. With emphasis to Section 3.1, and as shown
in Fig. 8, Fig. 9, and Fig. 10, the value of the Rician
K factor has significant effect on the rate performance of
the system. However, from the figures, it can seen that
decreasing the code rate do not necessarily improve the
performance of the OFDM-RS system over the channel
even at high Rician K factor. In fact, Cr =

9
15 gives the best

performance both for the hard-decision and soft-decision
RS decoding algorithms, and for K=1-10.
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Figure 8: Comparison of code rates for K=1 FD = 100Hz

From the studies of FEC, it is well known that low-rate

codes are proficient in correcting more errors as compared
to high-rate codes. Although, this comes with the price of
reduced energy per codeword symbol. The reduced energy
per codeword symbol means there are more errors to be
corrected and this reduce the error correction performance.
Therefore, there is a point at which decreasing the code
rate will not offer any more performance improvements
in error rate [38]. This is why the Cr =

9
15 system gives

the best performance as shown in Fig. 8, Fig. 9, and
Fig. 10. Consequently, when comparing the performance
of different code rate, it is paramount to maintain the total
energy transmitted per symbol message constant. This will
ensure a fair comparison between the different code rate
systems as presented in this section.
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Figure 9: Comparison of code rates for K=5 FD = 100Hz

4. CONCLUSION

This paper has studied the performance of OFDM-RS
systems on frequency-selective Rician fading channels.
From the simulation runs generated, the following
conclusion can be deduced. Firstly, RS codes is a suitable
FEC scheme and can be used with OFDM systems on
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Figure 10: Comparison of code rates for K=5 FD = 100Hz

frequency-selective Rician fading channels. Secondly, as
with any other FEC scheme, the performance of RS codes
can be improved on Rician fading channels by increasing
the Rician K factor as presented in Section 3.1. Finally,
as presented in Section 3.2, adopting a low-rate code in
the OFDM-RS system do not necessarily improve the error
rate as compared to high-rate code even at high Rician K
factor. Note that a codeword length n=15 is adopted in this
paper. However, the result in this paper can be extended
to longer codeword length, where a higher QAM signal
constellation (M) can be used.
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